
NEWS

• Canon U.S.A. : Consumer & Home Office : EOS Rebel T4i 18-135mm IS STM Lens Kit
$950US

Vari angle screen, in video autofocus, full HD video

Verdict is:.. no clean HDMI output.  Yes you can get no menus, white boxes etc but the image has a 
black border so needs cropping in and the live view will only stay on for 30 secs before it times out.  
So no clean hdmi dslr from canon Nikon D800 seems the only one at present
Hireacamera Blog | News | General | Canon EOS 650D - HDMI explained
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NEWS

• Canon U.S.A. : Consumer & Home Office : EF 40mm f/2.8 STM

A unique and indispensable addition to Canon's series of EF lenses, the new EF 40mm f/2.8 
STM offers an ultra-slim and lightweight design. Incredibly compact in size, the EF 40mm f/2.8 
STM delivers high image quality from the center to the periphery thanks to its advanced lens 
configuration including an aspherical element, a bright 2.8 aperture, and optimized coatings that 
minimize ghosting and flare while providing exceptional color balance. 

The EF 40mm f/2.8 STM's unobtrusive design helps the photographer avoid overwhelming their 
subjects with a large lens and to remain discreet in sensitive shooting situations with no com-
promise in performance. Its diminutive design is complemented by features such as a newly de-
veloped stepping motor for smooth and quiet continuous AF while capturing video with the 
Canon EOS Rebel T4i DSLR, a circular aperture (7 blades) for beautiful soft-focus backgrounds, 
and a short minimum focusing distance of only 0.98 ft./0.30 m.
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NEWS

• Sea Pool on Vimeo
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NEWS

• HP 820 Tower - RED EDITION   starting around $10K

HP Z820 (16) 3.21GHz Cores, Liquid Cooled, 32GB 1600MHz Quad Channel Memory, Nvidia Quadro 5000 GPU, 
RED ROCKET, (1) Internal BluRay/REDMAG Reader, 300GB, 2.5" 10K SAS 6Gb Boot Drive, HP 3-3-3 Global War-
ranty on HP Components (does not have: Any RAID volume - these need to be added by TEKSERVE or ProMAX

• Smoke 2013 demo 
   http://usa.autodesk.com/smoke-for-mac/trial/
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NEWS

•  MagicLantern.fm - Home

Audio: disable AGC and digital filters, audio meters, manual audio controls, selectable input source (internal, 
internal+external, external stereo, balanced), audio monitoring via USB.

1 Exposure helpers: zebras, false color, histogram, waveform, spotmeter.
2 Focus tools: focus peaking, zoom while recording, trap focus, rack focus, follow focus, focus stacking, zoom in 

Face Detect mode.
3 Movie helpers: Bitrate control (QScale or CBR), movie logging (Exif-like metadata), auto-restart after buffer 

overflow or 4 GB limit, clean LiveView display without any overlays, change movie position on the mode dial.
4 Cropmark images: user-editable overlays to assist framing and composition.
5 Fine control for ISO, Shutter, Kelvin white balance and other image settings.
6 Remote release with LCD face sensor and audio trigger, without extra hardware.
7 Bracketing: exposure bracketing, focus stacking.
8 Timelapse: intervalometer (for photos and movies), silent pictures without shutter actuation.
9 Astro- and night photography: bulb timer for very long exposures (up to 8h).
10 Info displays: focus and DOF info, CMOS temperature, shutter count, clock.
11 For strobists: flash exposure compensation, range up to -5 to +3 EV (depends on the camera).
12 Power saving: Turn off display or reduce backlight in LiveView during idle times.
13 Fun stuff: slit-scan pictures.
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NEWS

• https://triggertrap.com/

• TrekPak
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NEWS

• The Kick - a pocket sized lighting studio for photo & video by Rift Inc — Kickstarter

• http://www.kineraw.com/kineraw_s35_2.html  
 S35 2K camera  $7-8K US
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Twitter 

• Tom Lowe (timescapes) on Twitter

• TimeScapes: Timelapse Movie & Time-Lapse Forum
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